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Abstract

22

Whether there are common and emergent patterns from marine ecosystems remains an important

23

question. This is important because marine ecosystems provide billions of dollars of ecosystem

24

services to the global community, but face many perturbations with significant consequences.

25

We develop cumulative trophic patterns for marine ecosystems, featuring cumulative sigmoidal

26

biomass-trophic level and “hockey stick” production- biomass curves. The patterns have a

27

trophodynamic theoretical basis and capitalize on emergent, fundamental, and invariant features

28

of marine ecosystems. These patterns have strong global support, being observed in over 120

29

marine ecosystems. Parameters from these curves elucidate the direction and magnitude of

30

marine ecosystem perturbation or recovery; if biomass and productivity can be monitored

31

effectively over time, such relationships may prove to be broadly useful. Curve parameters are

32

proposed as possible ecosystem thresholds, perhaps to better manage the world’s marine

33

ecosystems.

34

35

Are there Fundamental Patterns of Marine Ecosystems

36

The question remains whether there are common patterns from ecosystems that arise from

37

underlying, fundamental ecosystem processes [1]. Several have been proposed [2] and often

38

such proposed patterns are emergent properties of ecosystems [3, 4]. Yet whether such emergent

39

patterns are germane for marine ecosystems remains unclear due to the distinctiveness of the

40

marine environment [5, 6; Box 1]. Detecting any such common, emergent patterns in marine

41

ecosystems is useful to understand the effects of perturbations and delineate practical

42

management applications.
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43

Marine ecosystems provide a wide range of highly visible, desirable and valuable goods and

44

services, from nutrient cycling to food production to recreation, even cultural inspiration and

45

identity [7, 8]. Yet marine ecosystems face significant pressures. Eutrophication, habitat

46

modification, toxic deposition, oil spills, overfishing, hypoxia, dredging, dumping, invasive

47

species, and now acidification and climate change all have perturbed marine ecosystems [9-15].

48

A full range of pressures can alter the structure, functioning and resilience of marine ecosystems,

49

and often act in concert to produce cumulative effects [9, 12]. Cognizant of this globally

50

pervasive situation, a robust approach is needed to delineate when marine ecosystems have been

51

notably perturbed, and also assess when they have recovered.

52
53

Indicators and Patterns

54

Indicators are needed to assess the degree of perturbation or recovery of marine ecosystems [11,

55

16]. Addressing elements of marine ecosystem response to perturbations has typically

56

emphasized a population or habitat level that disregards community or systemic-level

57

compensation and dynamics. However, aggregative or system-level patterns tend to be more

58

robust and integrative [17, 18]. Further, if changes in aggregative or system-level patterns are

59

persistent they represent bigger concerns than just what can be observed in fluctuating

60

populations or habitats that are a subset of the marine ecosystem. Ultimately, cumulative effects

61

need to be better understood, which requires response indicators that encompass an integration of

62

entire ecosystem processes.

63

If these indicators can be linked to commonly occurring, consistent patterns in marine

64

ecosystems, then their applicability for delineating ecosystem perturbation is greatly enhanced.

65

Some common patterns of marine ecosystems have been proposed [19-24] and certainly there are
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66

many facets of marine ecosystem assessments. Biodiversity, habitat suitability, goods and

67

services, resilience, size spectra, and cybernetic networks have all been integrative contexts used

68

to define marine ecosystem status [11, 16, 24-27]. These contexts have been useful, but are not

69

always feasible to measure or have not always exhibited clearly interpretable patterns in response

70

to a wide range of perturbations [16, 26]. Despite these limitations, from these patterns there are

71

some promising integrative indicators of marine ecosystems that reflect a systemic response to a

72

range of pressures [19-20, 28-32]. Yet these often require intensive modeling or are focused on

73

just one facet of the marine ecosystem response to just one type of perturbation. Therefore, a

74

broader perspective of marine ecosystem response and recovery is still needed [16, 33].

75

Certainly some of the ones noted may be germane. But we need indicators that are globally

76

applicable, represent widely observed emergent features, are integrative, robust and scalable, and

77

that can use a broad range of available data. Here we explore an energetic approach for

78

assessing marine ecosystems, based on two highly conservative system properties—total

79

biomass and production.

80

Observations [34, 17, 35] have revealed common, emergent features for a limited number of

81

different marine ecosystems. A sigmoidal pattern emerged when plotting cumulative biomass

82

against trophic level (TL; Fig. 1a). Additionally, a “hockey stick” pattern emerged when plotting

83

cumulative production against cumulative biomass (Fig. 1b). But are these preliminary

84

observations truly widespread? To test if this pattern was indeed universal, we integrated

85

cumulative biomass (cumB) and cumulative production (cumP) across trophic level (TL) using

86

monitoring and energy budget data from more than 120 ecosystems worldwide (see

87

Supplemental Materials). Further, from any such basis of strong empirical support, we explored
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88

indications of the relative degree of overall ecosystem perturbation using properties of the two

89

cumulative curves.

90
91

Pattern Detection

92

The cumB-TL plots exhibit the sigmoidal shape as expected (Fig 2). Even the widest percentiles

93

from empirical data encompassing at least 95% of all upwelling, continental shelf, reef and open

94

ocean ecosystems show relatively limited variance from the median pattern. Estuaries also

95

exhibit this pattern, but have a wider range of variance near the base of the curve (Fig. 2e).

96

There is a distinct and repeatable sigmoidal pattern across trophic level for cumB, with a

97

noticeable increase usually between trophic level 2-3 (Fig. 2). At what proportion (or value if

98

not normalized) the cumB starts is indicative of the productivity, and hence potential carrying

99

capacity of the system and also the proportion of biomass of the system that is stored in lower

100

trophic levels (Box 1). This is typically around 20% for most marine ecosystems, and nearer 40-

101

50% for reefs and estuaries (Fig. 2).

102

Similarly, as expected the cumP-cumB pattern empirically emerges as a “hockey stick”. The

103

cumP-cumB pattern is consistent for 90% of all marine ecosystems, and is within the 95th

104

percentile of all but a few estuarine and reef ecosystems (Fig. 3). The largest decline in marine

105

ecosystem production occurs near trophic level 2, where the “hockey stick blade” ends, denoting

106

a major shift in upper trophic level rates of production, which as in the cumB-TL curve,

107

corresponds to a blade at approximately 20% of cumB (Fig. 3a-d). The exception is for

108

estuaries, with a blade at a cumB of 40% due to known allocthonous inputs (Fig. 3e). We note

109

that these patterns are consistent across a wide range of features (Table S1), including across

110

spatial scales (over six orders of magnitude in area), latitudes, structural complexities, number of
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111

species, and component biota. Clearly the specific shape and properties of the curves differ, but

112

the general pattern is consistent across the type of ecosystem, albeit slightly less robust in reefs

113

and estuaries. This could be due to lower sample sizes for these ecosystems (Table 1), or may

114

reflect that estuaries and reefs have allochthonous materials augmenting those food webs, or may

115

indicate the presence of large biomasses of migrating species whose production is supplied only

116

partly by the local food web but still captured in these data (or some combination of the three).

117

These patterns are also consistent across marine ecosystems with different histories and types of

118

perturbation (Table S2, S1).

119
120

Consistency of Perturbation Effects and Thresholds

121

Time series from over 20 marine ecosystems demonstrate that curve parameters exhibit notable

122

responses to perturbation (Fig. 4a-d; Box 2). For instance, the Black Sea is a system known to

123

have experienced significant and major perturbations related to fishing pressure and invasive

124

jellyfish outburst [36-37], and that is reflected in the time series of inflection points (Fig. 4a,c)

125

and slopes (Fig. 4b, d), which exhibit high variability and an overall decline in both parameters.

126

Other ecosystems (e.g. Eastern Scotian Shelf, Newfoundland-Labrador) that have also had well-

127

documented perturbations and even collapses of significant portions of biota [38, 17, 35; Table

128

S2] all also exhibit highly variable slopes and inflection points over time. Conversely, other

129

ecosystems such as Georges Bank, Eastern Scotian Shelf or Barents Sea have had a relaxation of

130

some pressures and recovery of parts of the food web [35, 38, 17, 57; Table S1], as reflected in

131

the general increase in both inflection point (Fig. 4a, c) and slope (Fig. 4b, d) over time. Some

132

ecosystems (e.g. Gulf of Alaska, Eastern Bering Sea) have experienced relatively stable

133

dynamics in the past 30 years [17, 35, 38; Table S2] and thus have little change within a limited
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134

range of values for these curve parameters. These parameters can track the degree of

135

perturbation, but also provide some sense of hysteresis for the recovery or decline of these

136

marine ecosystems. A more detailed look at some example ecosystems is provided [Box 4], such

137

that these curve parameters indeed corroborate known perturbations to these ecosystems.

138

Knowing these trajectories is an important way to elucidate and monitor the resilience of marine

139

ecosystems. Further, the direction of these parameters in response to known perturbations is as

140

would be expected from the cumulative trophic theory (Fig 1c, 1d; Box 2, 3).

141

From a global perspective, there are consistent values of these curve parameters. Most cumB-TL

142

curves exhibit an inflection point at cumB of approximately 60% and near TL 2 (Table 1).

143

Beyond these median values, centroid plots of these inflection points show that 90% occur above

144

cumB of ~35%, 80% occur above cumB of ~40%, and 70% occur above cumB of ~50% (Fig.

145

4e). Evaluation of cumP-cumB curves reveals similarly consistent levels of dynamics, with up to

146

95% of the “hockey stick blade” junction points occurring at cumP of ~80% and cumB of ~20%

147

(Fig. 3). The application of these results may hold some promise for managing marine

148

ecosystems (Box 3).

149

When examining cumP against TL at cumB40, at least 50% of cumP is captured across over 100

150

ecosystems, implying that anything below cumB40 would represent a loss of at least 50% of

151

cumulative production (Fig. 4f). Certainly other more or less precautionary levels could be

152

explored, such as cumB50 or cumB30. The salient point here is this feature may form the

153

empirical basis for delineating marine ecosystem thresholds. Regardless of the development of

154

any particular threshold level for a specific marine ecosystem, what we elucidate here is a

155

method for doing so.

156
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157

Explanation Based on Trophic Theory

158

Basic ecosystem theory clearly emphasizes an energetic context within which ecological systems

159

function. Thermodynamic constraints limit the overall productivity of a system, reflected

160

directly in the observation that transfer efficiencies, or the efficiency that the energy in an

161

ecosystem is transferred from trophic level to succeeding trophic level, are always <1, such that

162

there is a decline in production rate with increasing TLs [39-41]. The trophic level concept

163

posited by Lindeman and others, which summarizes the trophic position of an organism within a

164

food web [42, 39, 43-45], captures both the overall limit of productivity as one progresses

165

through the food web, and that ultimately the magnitude of overall productivity is set by primary

166

production [40-41]. This has resulted in the classical Eltonian trophic pyramid of standing

167

biomass in many ecosystems [40], albeit with higher standing biomass at TL 2 in marine than

168

terrestrial ecosystems. This is also captured via the consistently negative slope of size spectra

169

[27, 46] given that size is positively related to TL in marine systems. Additionally, trophic

170

spectra work notes that although individual biomass can be distributed across a range of taxa and

171

across a range of trophic levels, biomass is ultimately constrained within an overall system [23,

172

47-48].

173

Building upon extant trophodynamic theory, and taking advantage of the cumulative distribution

174

function of log-normally distributed biomass data, that a sigmoidal pattern results would actually

175

be expected when plotting cumulative biomass (cumB) against trophic level (Fig. 1a, Box 1).

176

These patterns capture the variation in biomass across trophic level, which is then collectively

177

predicted to result in this consistent shape of systemic biomass accumulation. From this and the

178

known decline of production across trophic level, contrasting cumulative production (cumP) with

179

cumulative biomass, an asymptotic curve would be expected (Fig. 1b). Where the largest decline
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180

in marine ecosystem production occurs results in cumP-cumB curves resembling “hockey stick”

181

plots, with the “blade” denoting this major shift in production (Fig. 1b). Predictions of how

182

ecosystems respond naturally follow, with a stretched “S” and smaller hockey stick in more

183

perturbed ecosystems (Box 2).

184
185

Delineating Thresholds of Perturbation and Recovery

186

From this theoretical background, widespread empirical support, and common values of curve

187

parameters, can we delineate when a marine ecosystem is in an abnormal state, indicative of

188

probable perturbation (Box 3)? Or conversely, can we delineate when a marine ecosystem has

189

“recovered?” As noted, changes in the slope and inflection points of the cumB-TL and cumP-

190

cumB curves can be tracked over time and related to particular pressures (Fig. 4a-d; 49). Similar

191

to population or habitat level reference points that are used for status determination and decision

192

criteria [50], we assert system-level thresholds can be developed [21, 28-32, 51-52].

193

Based on the reasoning above, observed patterns and extant trophic theory, we propose a method

194

to delineate marine ecosystem zones of perturbation as depicted in the shaded areas of Fig. 1c,d.

195

Specifically, as the point for which

196

slope decrease beyond some policy choice of risk tolerance, we would delineate such a marine

197

ecosystem as perturbed. Similarly, as

198

intercept values at the “hockey stick blade” junction is less than some policy choice of risk

199

tolerance, we would delineate such a marine ecosystem as perturbed. These zones capture the

200

predicted and observed results that reflect biomass maxima shifting to lower trophic levels or to

 cumB
 0 decreases, such that the inflection point and
 TL

cumP
0 such that the cumP intercept and the cumB
cumB
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201

lowered biomass values due to perturbation. These zones can also identify regions that are rarely

202

observed, or where there may be “zones of impossibility” – where laws of thermodynamics or

203

the path dependency of system dynamics preclude occupancy of a particular region on the

204

cumulative curve.

205

Certainly specific thresholds will need to be established in a given marine ecosystem cognizant

206

of a host of considerations, including history of that system, types and magnitudes of

207

perturbations facing that system, salient policies among the various ocean uses therein, and risk

208

tolerances of those managing that system. As an example, one could consider cumB40 as one

209

possible threshold. This value represents where inflection points tend to occur on both cumB-TL

210

and cumP-cumB curves, 80% of all ecosystem cumB inflection points occur above this level, it

211

represents the level at which appreciably most cumP-cumB intercepts occur in the data for nearly

212

all types of ecosystems, is the point usually with highest slope values for both curves, and

213

corresponds to where biomass accumulation and overall production drop-off dramatically.

214

Additionally, when examining cumP against TL at cumB40, at least 50% of cumP is captured

215

across over 100 ecosystems, implying that anything below cumB40 would represent a loss of at

216

least 50% of cumulative production (Fig. 4), a non-trivial impact to any system. Certainly other

217

more or less precautionary threshold levels could be chosen, such as cumB50 or cumB30.

218

Development of any particular threshold for a specific marine ecosystem warrants further

219

consideration, but this demonstrates a method for doing so.

220

No matter how one assesses marine ecosystem perturbation thresholds, major perturbations to

221

significant portions of cumB will impact the structure, function and resilience of marine

222

ecosystems. Thus we stress that any detectable and thus notable shifts in curve parameters

223

relative to these thresholds, regardless of what thresholds are chosen, should represent a major
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224

impact to a large portion of cumB and cumP in a marine ecosystem. The impacts thereof are

225

consequential. Further, the observed asymptote for the cumP-cumB curves is indicative of total

226

removal limits, such that the rate (i.e., slope up to that asymptote) of systemic removals should

227

be at or below that level of production, indicating a total mortality rate not to be exceeded. The

228

thresholds methodology we propose from these curves provides an overall assessment of

229

ecosystem perturbation, and more so the directional response of a marine ecosystem to a myriad

230

of possible pressures. If it is possible to define such thresholds, it is also possible to quickly

231

communicate to managers, stakeholders and other interested parties the status of a system

232

relative to that threshold and to other, comparable systems. From this, managing for systemic

233

considerations (rather than piece by piece on ecosystem components) can be better informed and

234

executed, with attendant benefits and stability.

235

Other integrative metrics for marine ecosystems hold promise [20-21, 28-32] but the value of

236

this approach is that it addresses multiple ocean-use sectors, it addresses more than just one

237

subset of an ecosystem response, and it explicitly addresses a response to a systemic set of

238

pressures. This approach can be applied to monitoring data from a wide range of sources, energy

239

budget outputs and dynamic marine ecosystem model outputs. Moreover, the approach does not

240

require extensive parameterization, is an emergent output of the data versus requiring a

241

sophisticated model with copious assumptions, exhibits a robust pattern, is based upon widely

242

available information, and has a sound theoretical foundation. The value of this approach over

243

single sector, population or habitat emphases is largely that it can integrate all the possible

244

perturbations faced by a marine ecosystem and all possible biotic responses of a marine

245

ecosystem into a single, robust set of expressions reflective of globally applicable patterns. The

246

operational applications of delineating the status of marine ecosystems are widespread and
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247

should be a useful tool for implementing ecosystem-based management [33, 51]. Certainly there

248

are more caveats and nuances that merit examination and confirmation as a fundamental of

249

ecology [Outstanding Questions Box; 59]. Yet knowing when an entire ecosystem is perturbed

250

or recovering, and to what degree, is not a trivial outcome of these emergent patterns of

251

cumulative trophic dynamics. Significantly, the application of the patterns presented herein can

252

better inform how we manage the world’s marine ecosystems.

253

We assert that these patterns are emergent, fundamental, and invariant features of marine

254

ecosystems. There is strong global support from a wide range of observations from over 120

255

marine ecosystems. In the quest for common, emergent patterns from ecosystems that arise from

256

consistent, underlying, fundamental ecosystem processes [1-4], we suggest that the hockey stick

257

and sigmoidal patterns of cumulative trophic dynamics warrant further consideration. We also

258

suggest that these cumulative trophic patterns represent key features of marine ecosystems.

259
260
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Figure

Emergent properties delineate marine ecosystem perturbation and recovery

J.S. Link1*, F. Pranovi2, S. Libralato3, M. Coll4, V. Christensen5, C. Solidoro3,6, E.A. Fulton7

Figure Legends
Figure 1. General pattern of emergent marine ecosystem features. Schematic of general,
emergent patterns from ecosystem dynamics and hypothesized responses to perturbations (A-D).
(A) If one sums the biomass across trophic level for any marine ecosystem, the cumulative
biomass sigmoidal pattern emerges across increasing trophic level. (B) If one sums the biomass
and sums the production across trophic level for any marine ecosystem, the “hockey stick”
pattern of cumulative production across cumulative biomass emerges. (C) Prediction showing
the shift in cumulative biomass over trophic level from a “Normative” system as it moves
(depicted by arrows) to a perturbed system. Dashed lines intercepting axes represent inflection
point values, and angled dashed line represents slope of the curve at the inflection point, the dot
represents the inflection point, and shaded areas represents a zone of perturbation below some
ecosystem threshold. In effect, the more perturbed an ecosystem is, the more this “S” gets
stretched out and closer to the origin. (D) Similar to (C) but for cumulative production across
cumulative biomass and the dot represents the junction point. Here, the hockey blade gets small
and the overall curve gets closer to the origin the more perturbations an ecosystem experiences.
B = biomass, TL = trophic level, P = production, cumB = cumulative biomass, cumP =
cumulative production.
Figure 2. Actual cumulative biomass-trophic level curves. From the theoretical depiction of a
sigmoidal relationship between cumulative biomass and trophic level (Fig. 1A), these are actual
cumulative biomass-trophic level curves from over 100 balanced energy budgets (A-E). (A)

2

Continental shelf marine ecosystems (n = 64). (B) Open Ocean or Island related marine
ecosystems (n = 10). (C) Upwelling marine ecosystems (n = 14). (D) Reef marine ecosystems (n
= 9). (E) Estuarine marine ecosystems (n = 10). The cumulative biomasses have been normalized
so that total biomass = 1.0 in order for all ecosystems to be on the same axes. The general
patterns hold when plotted, by individual ecosystems, in absolute values (not shown). The bold
line represents the median value, lighter shades of gray lines represent different percentiles.
Figure 3. Actual cumulative production-cumulative biomass curves. From the theoretical
depiction of a “hockey stick” relationship between cumulative production and cumulative
biomass (Fig. 1B), these are actual cumulative production-cumulative biomass curves from over
100 balanced energy budgets (A-E). (A) Continental shelf marine ecosystems. (B) Open Ocean
or Island related marine ecosystems. (C) Upwelling marine ecosystems. (D) Reef marine
ecosystems. (E) Estuarine marine ecosystems. The cumulative biomasses and productions have
been normalized so that total biomass = 1.0 in order for all ecosystems to be on the same axes.
The general patterns hold when plotted, by individual ecosystems, in absolute values (not
shown). The bold line represents the median value, lighter shades of gray lines represent
different percentiles.
Figure 4. Tracking cumulative curve parameters. Derived cumulative curve parameters over
time (A-D), with possible thresholds (E-F) from multiple marine ecosystems. These represent
those 20+ marine ecosystems with direct empirical observations for at least 20 years that have
had this monitoring data used to establish the cumulative curves. (A) Corresponding to the
depiction of the sigmoidal cumulative biomass-trophic level curve (Fig. 1C), these are actual,
observed trajectories of the inflection point over time relative to the percentage of cumB and TL
for eight different marine ecosystems. Each point is an annual value, and the trajectories

3

represent changes to shape of the cumulative curve, as represented by the inflection point, over
time. These eight marine ecosystems exhibit a range of dynamics in the value of the percentage
of cumB, but minimal change in TL. The magnitude of the change in the inflection point at
percentage of cumB represents relative system stability (minimal change) or notable dynamics
(wider range). (B) Similar to (A) but for the slope at the inflection point as depicted in the
sigmoidal cumulative biomass-trophic level curve (Fig. 1C). This figure depicts how the slope at
the inflection point of the sigmoidal curve changes over time with respect to TL. (C) Similar to
(A), but for seven marine ecosystems that have exhibited notable recovery or declining
dynamics. Here there is notable change in value of the inflection at both the percentage of cumB
and TL over time, indicative of major ecosystem responses. (D) Similar to B, but for seven
marine ecosystems exhibiting more notable changes over time. (E) Values of the percentage of
cumB and TL for inflection points from over 100 ecosystems with balanced energy budgets. The
centroid represents the 50% percentile, with increasing percentiles in lighter colours as the
ellipses expand (70th, 80th, 90th percentiles). This level of increasing variance is captured by the
“fried egg” of expanded ellipses. The salient feature is that over 80% of all marine ecosystems
have an inflection point at a percentage of cumB over 40% (dashed line), centered around a TL
of 2. Different ecosystem types are noted. (F) For an example threshold of cumB40, the value of
TL and cumulative production to depict (from over 100 ecosystems) how much productivity and
at what trophic level the threshold would be encapsulated from among the over 100 marine
ecosystems. With this example threshold, at least 40-50% of the total, cumulative production
would be covered. Different ecosystem types are noted. TL = trophic level, cumB = cumulative
biomass, cumP = cumulative production.
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Table 1. Summary curve parameter statistics. Summary statistics for cumB-TL curve
parameters from >100 marine ecosystems (See Supplemental Materials). The inflection point
values correspond to the point (Fig. 1C) where the sigmoidal curve changes concavity. The
slope values correspond to the tangent line (dashed line in Fig. 1C) at the inflection point. These
average values across the different types of marine ecosystems represent the overall and global
summaries for these types of ecosystems. TL is trophic level, % cumB is the percent of
cumulative biomass.

Slope
Upwelling
Reef
Open Ocean
Estuaries
Continental
Shelf
Overall

2.97
1.78
1.49
0.75
2.33

Inflection
point (TL)
2.10
2.07
2.35
1.84
2.01

Inflection point
(% cumB)
0.48
0.78
0.61
0.75
0.64

2.18

2.05

0.63
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Trends Box

Trends Box


Despite ongoing debate, we assert that there are consistent, fundamental features of
marine ecosystems.



Key fundamental features are emergent properties of marine ecosystems that include
sigmoidal cumulative biomass-trophic level and “hockey-stick” cumulative biomassproduction curves.



These consistent, theoretically supported patterns occur in over 120 marine ecosystems.



A developing cumulative trophic theory builds upon past advances, widespread empirical
support and confirmation of simple predictions with observed responses.



Cumulative curve parameters can help delineate when marine ecosystems are perturbed
or recovered, integrating across a wide range of stressors and response mechanisms.

Text Box 1- Cumulative Trophic Theory
A central theme key to understanding marine ecosystem structure, function and resilience has
been the measure of energy flow among organisms (i.e., trophodynamics; 41). Building upon
extant trophodynamic theory, a cumulative trophic theory emerges that capitalizes on the
observed, fundamental emergent features of marine ecosystems. First, ultimately reflective of
the first law of thermodynamics, we know that primary production is highest at the base of the
food web, and then productivity declines with increasing TL (Fig. B1a; 39-41). This then results
in size spectra dynamics (27, 46) and is seen as an Eltonian pyramid (Fig. B1b; 40). Marine
ecosystems are distinct from their terrestrial counterparts (5, 6), with one key distinction being
that although the production pyramid is common in all food webs, a rhomboid shape of biomass
occurs in marine food webs, with the greatest accumulation of biomass usually occurring at TL 2
or 3 (Fig. B1b). A mild reversion to pyramidal structure occurs for systems receiving copious
allochthonous inputs, such as reefs or estuaries. Then, transposing these axes results in a slight
unimodal biomass curve across trophic levels (Fig. 1c) with the curvilinear response between the
first and second TL. Trophic spectra work notes that although individual biomass can be
distributed across a range of taxa across a range of trophic levels, biomass is ultimately
constrained within an overall system (Fig 1d; 23, 47-48), ultimately set by energetic limits of
primary production (i.e. carrying capacity). These underlying features of marine ecosystems,
and their associated theoretical bases, form the foundation for a cumulative trophic theory of
marine ecosystems.
From this and properties of the cumulative distribution function of normally distributed (here,
biomass) data, a sigmoidal pattern then results when plotting cumulative biomass (cumB) against
trophic level (Fig. 1a). The underlying theory expressed as these cumulative curves captures the

variation in biomass across trophic level, which is then collectively predicted to result in this
consistent shape of systemic biomass accumulation. This reflects the largest accumulation of
biomass at a given trophic level (Fig. B1b). From this and the known decline of production
across trophic level (Fig. B1a), contrasting cumulative production (cumP) with cumulative
biomass, an asymptotic curve is expected (Fig. 1b). Where the largest decline in marine
ecosystem production occurs results in cumP-cum B curves resembling “hockey stick” plots,
with the “blade” denoting this major shift in production (Fig. 1b).

Figure B1. Schematic of general patterns of ecosystem dynamics resulting in the cumulative
trophic theory (A-D). Panels A-C represent known theory and observations, D constraints, and
patterns in Figure 1a, b the resultant theory, and in Figure 1c, d predictions from the theory. (A)
The decline of productivity across increasing trophic levels, starting at the point where primary
production is estimated. (B) The trophic pyramid (dashed; aka Eltonian pyramid) and rhomboid
(solid) of biomass with increasing trophic level. Note the rhomboid as distinct for marine
ecosystem compared to terrestrial examples. (C) The unimodal distribution of biomass over
trophic levels. (D) The trophic spectra of biomasses of individual populations within a total,
systemic biomass constraint.

Box 2—Predictions from these Cumulative Trophic Patterns, Observations and Theory
The cumulative trophic theory we present encompasses the myriad dynamics of mortality,
growth, carrying capacity, species interactions and related processes that occur within marine
ecosystems. As such this theory capitalizes on how those processes result in emergent,
fundamental, and invariant features of marine ecosystems.
Functionally, as primary production, growth, and transfer efficiencies decline or as total
mortality or cumulative impacts increase, there would either be (i) less accumulated production
(less energy) or (ii) higher mortality or less accumulated energy storage (as biomass). Either
way there would be less biomass at higher trophic levels (typically made up of longer lived,
slower growing organisms) because there is less energy to support them or because increased
mortality has effectively removed whatever was produced there. Not wanting to focus solely on a
top-down or bottom-up schema,we acknowledge that both processes can operate simultaneously
(53). As such, essentially the related trophic cascade (54) or fishing down (or through) the food
web concepts (13, 55) would represent specific realizations of the cumulative trophic curves.
The specific mechanisms aside, all result in a perturbed ecosystem that is reflected in the
cumulative curves.
Thus the cumulative trophic theory predicts that a perturbed marine ecosystem should lower the
stored, cumulative biomass and “stretch out” the sigmoidal cumulative curve across trophic
levels (Fig. 1c). Similarly, the inflection point of this curve should shift to lower trophic levels,
with the collective result of having accumulation of biomass at lower trophic levels.
Additionally, cumulative production in a perturbed system should be lower, resulting in a smaller
“hockey stick” closer to the origin (Fig. 1d); in effect moving away from maximal systemic
carrying capacity. This translates into a downward and-leftward shift of the juncture between the

“blade” and “stick” (Fig. 1d) in the cumP and cumB curve, and associated cumP and cumP
intercepts. Conversely, a relaxation of the perturbation would result in opposite patterns in the
cumulative curves.
These patterns and predictions are able to accommodate a wide range of pressures [9-15],
ranging from climate change and acidification to eutrophication or fishing. Certainly there are
nuances to each. For example, eutrophication might actually exhibit an initial positive response
in the response before other,associated effects (e.g. hypoxia) emerge to exhibit the changes to
these curves. Yet the value of this cumulative trophic theory is that it a wide range of stressors
are integrated across a range of mechanisms and responses in a pressure-response context [56].
Furthermore, by detecting systematic levels of perturbation, one can more rapidly detect any
deterioration of an ecosystem, whereby one can then better focus efforts to elucidate known
pressures as attributed appropriately.

Box 3—Degree of Perturbation and Detecting Thresholds
We can mathematically delineate the relative degree of ecosystem perturbation using properties
of the two cumulative curves. Mathematically, where cumulative biomass (cumB) related to
trophic level (TL) has a second derivative such that

cumB
0 implies an inflection point. As
TL

this point decreases with respect to trophic level, a system is increasingly perturbed (Fig. 1c). As
this inflection point moves towards the origin, and the first derivative (i.e., slope) at this
inflection point also approaches zero; this would represent a deteriorating state of the marine
ecosystem. Conversely, as this inflection point increases with respect to trophic level, a system
would be deemed as recovering, moving to a desirable or unperturbed state of the marine
ecosystem. Similarly, for cumulative P related to cumulative B, when the “hockey stick blade”
junction point moves to higher values (i.e., the point where the tangent

 cumP
 max )
 cumB

generally implies a positive ecosystem state (Fig. 1d). Conversely, when the junction point
moves toward zero (

cumP
0) and the cumB remains roughly the same, this would represent
cumB

a perturbed marine ecosystem (Fig. 1d). Or when the junction point remains the same but cumB
declines this would also denote a perturbed marine ecosystem (Fig. 1d). The reasoning behind
these changes in patterns is because a perturbed marine ecosystem should lower the stored,
cumulative biomass and “stretch out” the sigmoidal cumulative (cumB-TL) curve across trophic
levels (Fig. 1c; Box 2). Furthermore, cumulative production in a perturbed system should be
lower, resulting in a smaller “hockey stick” closer to the origin (Fig. 1d; Box 2); decreasing from
systemic carrying capacity. Using these inflection point and intercept curve properties can help
delineate thresholds on the cumulative curves that are undesirable.

Changes in these patterns are usually difficult to detect, but if they were actually to appear would
represent a robust a major shift in marine ecosystem dynamics. Tracking these readily
obtainable patterns and looking at curve parameters could have potentially useful applications.

Box 4. Examples of Tracking Ecosystem Perturbation over Time
The schematic and mathematics described in Fig. 1c-d and Box 3 are defensible theoretically, but
are there examples to describe how well these might work in practice?
The Black Sea is a marine ecosystem known to have experienced significant and major
perturbations related to watershed use, eutrophication, fishing pressure and an invasive jellyfish
outburst [36-37]. As such, we would expect that inflection point at cumulative biomass and
trophic level would get smaller as the perturbations increased. Fig. B4a shows the Black Sea
inflection point starting at trophic level > 3 but percent of cumulative biomass at less than 40%.
Over time the percent of cumulative biomass increases, but the trophic level decreases. This is
akin to taking the sigmoidal curve in Fig. 1c and stretching it out to a flatter curve, as would
predicted by the cumulative trophic theory. The notable variability in the actual slope (Fig. B4b)
at this inflection reflects this changing shape of the curve. That the limited change in TL is
observed could reflect more stability in the system is mitigated by the variability observed in the
actual slope values. It may also reflect the relatively limited trophic range of taxa indigenous to
the Black Sea compared to other oceanic ecosystems.
Georges Bank is an ecosystem known to have experienced significant fishing pressure, with
some major management interventions in the 1990s [17, 38, 57] that resulted in recovery of
many of the fish populations and unexpectedly an explosion in a bivalve population [57-58].
One can see that the time series of observed data starts with percent of cumulative biomass
slightly below 40% and at TL around 4. Overtime, the cumB actually increases for a few years,
then declines as TL declines to a low around trophic level 3.1. This is again representative of the
curve in Fig. 1c being stretched out and shortened. Then, as management measures took place,
one can see the increase in both percent of cumulative biomass and trophic level to higher

values, albeit at a lower trophic level than earlier in the time series. The slope at this inflection
point (Fig. B4b) tracks this shift over time, such that any pattern like this is representative of a
major change in ecosystem state. Whether it is a recovery or a decline depends upon where the
curve parameters originate.
An ecosystem such as the Eastern Bering Sea has exhibited relatively stable dynamics in the past
30 years [17, 35, 38; Table S2], with relatively minimal perturbations and consistently high
biomasses and production. This is exhibited in the lack of change of the inflection point with
respect to trophic level, and only moderate changes in the inflection point and slope at percent of
cumulative biomass.
These parameters track the degree of perturbation, regardless of the type of perturbation, over
time and demonstrate how systemic features corroborate known events in a given ecosystem.
They can also provide some sense of hysteresis for the recovery or decline of these marine
ecosystems, depending upon the particular trajectory of each. Although not shown, one envision
similar plots of parameters from the relationship and predictions noted in Fig. 1d.

Figure B4. Derived cumulative curve parameters over time (A-B) for three ecosystems that have
had variable levels of perturbation. (A) Corresponding to the depiction in Fig. 1C, these are
actual, observed trajectories of the inflection point over time relative to the percentage of cumB
and TL for the Black Sea, Georges Bank, and the Eastern Bering Sea. Each point is an annual
value, and the trajectories represent changes to shape of the cumulative curve, as represented by
the inflection point, over time. These three marine ecosystems exhibit a range of dynamics in
the value of the percentage of cumB, and change in TL. The magnitude of the change in the
inflection point at percentage of cumB and TL represents relative system stability ( Eastern
Bering Sea), a notable recovery (Georges Bank) or declining dynamics (Black Sea). (B) Similar
to (A) but for the slope at the inflection point as depicted in Fig. 1C. This figure depicts how the
slope at the inflection point of the sigmoidal curve changes over time with respect to TL. TL =
trophic level, cumB = cumulative biomass.

Outstanding Questions

Box 5. Outstanding Questions


What natural experiments can we use to test the predictions from these patterns? Are
there known perturbations—such as climate shifts in productivity, changes in nutrient
loading leading to eutrohpication, increased mortality due to acidification, or overfishing
– in marine ecosystems with suitable time series of observations to test these predictions?



How should simulation models be constructed to further test predictions from these
patterns? Are there simple and elegant formulations of these fundamental, emergent
patterns that can be used to better codify these emergent patterns? Even simple trophic
transfer models should be able to account for these observations, but have they?



Under what conditions, if any, would we theoretically expect these patterns to not hold?
Are there certain types of ecosystems or situations that are inherently not represented by
these patterns? More generally, are there other data sets that could be compiled to further
test these patterns?



Is a new paradigm of governance needed to better accommodate this emergent feature of
marine ecosystems? Can a systems-oriented approach versus the usual taxa- or localespecific approach provide more stable management? Using a financial analogue, should
we more widely explore the use of portfolio and systems management compared to an
individual stock perspective?

